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0 of 0 review helpful A Wonderful Story By Barry L Vennard Fred Zydek is a great story teller He is also one of 
America s truly gifted poets You can experience his great story telling enhanced by his gift of putting words together 
in ways that illicit visions feelings and impressions that can only be gotten that way Creating a work of fiction about 
something that happened before time and space were created is a challe Not your Sunday school teacher s rendition of 
Genesis The Songs of Angels is a journey into the primordial beginnings of the universe and retells the origins of the 
greatest vendetta story of all time Lucifer s Zydek s prose puts flesh on the bones of the biblical account of creation 
and explores the dynamics between free will and rebellion love and obedience creativity and freedom Here at the 
boundary where spirit meets matter we glimpse the original wonder of w About the Author Fredrick Zydek is the 
author of ten collections of poetry two novels a memoir of his Grandmother entitled The Button Box the celebrated 
biography of Charles Taze Russell and a number of articles reviews and essays that have appeared in a wid 
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